Pre-CPR conditions and the final outcome of CPR. The Cerebral Resuscitation Study Group.
Outcome of cardiac arrest (CA) is very much influenced by pre-CPR conditions. To assess the importance of these pre-CPR factors, an analysis of the Belgian CPCR registry was made according to some pre-CPR conditions. In this registry, several variables related to pre-arrest, arrest, CPR and post CPR period have been recorded in 4548 patients. The pre-CPR conditions studied were: age, witnessed event or not, pre-arrest health state, underlying disease, site of cardiac arrest, type of respiratory arrest and type of cardiac arrest. Age did not influence outcome significantly. The importance of witnessing is very significant. Severe pre-arrest disability reduces chances on long-term survival (LTS) to half and overall health status longterm survivors is clearly less. Intoxication and metabolic origin of CA have good prognosis (LTS, 21%). Trauma/exsanguination, drowning, SIDS and sepsis have bad prognosis (LTS, 1-3%). Cardiac (LTS, 12%) and respiratory (LTS, 14%) origin have similar outcome, although significant difference exists in occurrence of cerebral failure, suggesting that post-ischemic encephalopathy is more severe in respiratory than in cardiac origin. The most frequent site of CA, the home of the patient, has poor outcome results (LTS, 5%). Gasping is significantly related to successful outcome. In the out-of-hospital setting the type of CA was 25% VF (LTS, 77%), 65% asystole (LTS, 4%) and 10% EMD (LTS, 3%). Outcome of the subgroup out-of-hospital, witnessed, VF is comparable to other reports. This sub-group seems to us the most appropriate for clinical trials.